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INTRODUCTION 

The problem of attaining a happy balance between 

thought and action is one that has beset mankind in every 

age. This thesis purposes to analyze Shakespeare's treat-

ment of the problem of thought as it relates to action, 

taking as a primary basis for study Hamlet and Richard . 

both of vfhich present most clearly the contrast betvreen 

the man of thought and the man of action. Supplementary 

observations will be drawn from such plays as Othello. 

Macbetl^. and Julius Caesar# 

In this thesis, the term *»man of thought" is used 

in a restricted sense and vrill refer to that man whose 

energies channel themselves, not into external actions, 

but into endless cogitations and imaginings. Such fever-

ish mental activity is not contemplation, for that term 

implies a kind of peaceful rumination which can be profit-

able within itself. "Thought" as used in this thesis, 

means mental activity which has action for its end but 

which never reaches fruition, dissolving rather into vapor-

ings or philosophizings—"V/ords, words, words," as Hamlet 

says. 

By way of contrast, the "man of action" is he who 

has little to do with the subtleties of introspection. 

His is the Gordian knot to cut, rather than to untie. For 

him thought is a means to an end, and that end is external 
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action. Because there are fewer subtleties to the man of 

action, less space will be required to discuss him than 

will be required to discuss the man of thought. We shall 

see that Shakespeare in Hamlet and Richard II gives him 

less detailed treatment even though he emerges triuxnphant 

over tljji man of thought. In Hamlet, young Fortinbras 

without a doubt is presented as a foil to Hamlet, his 

every action being a contrast to the procrastination of 

the hero, and his presence in the background accentuating 

Hamlet*s weakness, both to the audience and to Hamlet, him-

self. In Richard II the balance is much stronger. On the 

one hand is Richard, the self-centered, self-conscious 

man who dabbles with his kingly powers much as another man 

might dabble at painting or writing; on the other hand is 

Bolingbroke, the shrewd soldier and leader of men, the 

doer of deeds, to whom thought, like honesty, is only a 

raeans to an end, a subservience to "good policy". 

For further illustration of the characteristics of 

men of thought and action, one need only turn to the past, 

for many, indeed, one might say, most, of the great figures 

of history have embodied both qualities. For instance, 

there can be little doubt that Alexander the Great was 

a man of acticn, and of thought as well, if we can 

believe PIutarch*s accounts of his eagerness to learn 

the religions and mystic philosophies of the peoples he 



overcame. So too was Julius Caesar obviously a man of 

action and thought, since he not only subjugated kingdoms 

and erected an empire, but also took time to set down his 

expioits in writings that are still considered to be 

models of exposition. Nor i8 it alone the greatest men 

who furnish us examples. The historian, Arnold J. Toyn-

bee, in his little book, Twelve Men of Action in Graeco-

Roman Historv^ gives us an admirable portrait gallery 

drawn from the ancient biographies of Thucydides, Xeno-

phon, Plutarch, and Polybius. In the book are portrayed 

such men as Themistocles, Pericles, Cato the Elder, Scipio 

the Tounger, and Cato the Younger. AIl of these men con-

ducted their lives, and in most cases ended them, with 

such dispatch and initiative as to deserve the title, 

"men of action". 

Tuming from classical history, we find in the 

Bible some admirable examples of men great both in action 

and thought, men such as Moses, David, and the Apostle 

Paul. Surely one would look long to find men who combine 

the virtues of thought and action any better than these 

three. 

The purpose of this thesis, however, is not so 

much to examine the perfect blending of thought and action 

in one individual, as it is to study the absence of such 

blending, the overbalance of one faculty or the other. 
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especially that of thoiight. Particular attention will 

be given to the impact of this overbalance upon the dra-

matic development, character revelation, and meaning of 

the two plays under consideration. 

At this point, in order to answer any objection to 

the propriety of dividing mankind into two camps, one 

marked "thoughtful», the other "active", one might do well 

to quote Thomas Aquinas in his "Treatise on Active and 

Contemplative Life". In this treatise Aquinas says: 

"Accoi*dingIy since certain men are especially intent on 

tho contemplation of truth, while others are especially 

intent on extemal actions, it follows that man*s life 

is fittingly divided into active and contemplative." ^ 

In addition, Plutarch maintains that some men are 

"born for action" and should raanage their lives accord-

ingly: 

Insomuch as Epicurus himself, that great patron 
and maintainer of pleasure, would not advise nor 
thinketh meet that those who by nature are of an 
ambitious and aspiring mind, or desirous of glory, 
should take their ease and sit still, but by the 
guidance and direction of their natural inclination, 
to manage the weighty affairs of state and govern 
the commonweal: saylng, that men born for action 
would be more troubled and discontented in mind 
with doing nothing, namely, when they see how they 

t̂horias Aquinas, "Treatise on Active and Contem-
plative Life,« a^x^ Theologioa, II (Chicago, 1952), 
p. 606. Hereafter cited as Aquinas, Summa faeologica. 



miss and fail of that which so greatly they de-
sired. 2 

The foregoing is not to say, however, that one man 

at all times will be exclusively a man of action or a man 

of contemplation. Indeed, one man, as Shakespeare says, 

in his lifetime plays many parts, and one of the aims of 

this thesis will be to show how under certain circum-

stances a man of action may become a man of inaction. 

In addition, it is hoped that this thesis, by studying 

excesses of introspection and of rash action, may point 

out the deairability of a philosophy of life which com-

bines action and thought in balanced proportions. Thomas 

Aquinas advocates this balanced life in his answer to 

the question entitled "Ifl/hether the Contemplative Life is 

Hindered by the Active Life?". Quoting Gregory the Great 

he says: 

"Thoae who wish to hold the fortress of contem-
plation must first of all train in the camtp of ac-
tion. Thus after careful study they will leam 
whether they no longer wrong their neighbour, 
whether they bear with equanimitv the wrongs their 
neighbours do to them, whether their soul is nei-
ther overcome with joy in the presence of temporal 
goods, nor cast down with too great a sorrow when 
those goods are withdrawn. In this way they will 
know when they withdraw within themselves, in order 

2piutarch, "Of the Tranquillity and Contentmeut 
of Mind," Moralia (Hew Tork, Reprint of Holland's trans-
lation of 16Ô5T7 ?• 157« Hereafter cited as Plutarch, 
Moralia. 



to explore spiritual things, whether they no longer 
carry with them the shadows of t: e things corporeal 
or, if these follow them, whether they prudently 
drive them away." Hence the work of the active 
life conducea to the contemplativef by quelling 
the interior passions vdiich give rise to the phan-
tasms by whicn conteiiq|>lation is hindered. 3 

As stated before, **thoiaght" as used in this paper 

does not mean "contemplation". It is believed, however, 

that the divisions and lines of reasoning which cate-

gorifte "conteiî >lation versus action" will also apply to 

••thought versus action". 

It would be presumptuous to assume that one has 

anything staartlingly new to say about any of Shakespeare * s 

writings, let alone such well-known ones as Hamlet and 

Rich£p:'d II. Such critics as Coleridge, Bradley, Stoll, 

Campbell, Tillyard, and Craig have doubtless mined thor-

oughly the richest veins of ore. Nevertheless, one can 

still prefer digging in a well-worked, rich mine to 

scrabbling in a new one where the gold is thin or even 

nonexistent. 

It is the plan of this thesis to take the basic 

principles set forth by some of the great oritics and 

philosophers, and by closely applying them to the two 

plays mentioned, to define, illustrate^ and evaluate the 

man of thought as contrasted with the man of aotion. 

3Aqulnaa, SjMâ ^^SlSãíSåkp ?• 623. 



No conscious aXtempt will be made to apply these priri-

ciples so as to formulate a narrow system of modern 

psychology. Hardin Craig's wise advice on the "Inter-

pretations of Times" may well be applied here. He says: 

"We must realize that doctrines oua doctrines do not 

operate in the world until they have been worked out and 

stated, although the facts on which they are based may 

long have been in existence." 4 

It ia hoped that a study of the basic facts of 

human behavior^ set forth as only Shakespeare knew how, 

will be most rewarding. 

4Hardin Craig, "Interpretations of Times," The 
gncftantad Qlass.CNew York. 1936), p. 226. Hereafter 
cited as Craig, Enchanted Glaas. 



CHAPTER I 

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MAN OF THOUGHT 

The thoughtful man is, necessarily, a complex per-

son, and it is therefore not easy to understand his full 

nature or to give a simple definition of it. Perhaps if 

one were called upon to sum up in one brief statement the 

characteristics of the man of thought, he could best do so 

by aaying that beneath and beyond all else in his nature 

the thoughtful man is aware. This awareness, allied with 

and stemming from a vivid, perceptive imagination, makes 

the raan of thought, first of all, a sensitive person, 

sensitive to the moods and actions of others, to the numer-

ous possibilities and dangers of any given situation, and 

to the moral implications of any overt actions on his own 

part. Secondly, it gives him a philosophical bent, caus-

ing him to see the general in the specific, and the specific 

in the general, and causing him to grope for the reality 

which lies beyond mere outward appearances. Thirdly, be-

cause he is aware of the possibilities v^ich lie beyond 

so-called reality, he is usually somewhat of an idealist. 

Fourthly, he is self-centered to a degree, because of his 

awareness, which necessarily makes him aware of himself, 

and because of his vivid imagination, which causes him to 

live in a world of his own creation. Fifthly and finally, 

the man of thought, because he recognizes the numerous 
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implications, and foresees the results, both moral and 

practical, which may attend aay overt action, often falls 

to talkinjg instead of doing, thus channeling his energy 

into words instead of deeds. 

Having noted some of the traits of the man of thought, 

let us apply them, one by one, to Shakespeare^s Hamlet and 

Richard II and see if they may be properly classed as men 

of thought, and if so, to what degree and in what manner. 

First of all, one needs a definition of the term, 

imagination. The American College Dictionarv defines it 

siaiply as "The power of reproducing images 8tox*ed in the 

raemory under the suggestion of associated images (repro-

ductive imagination), or of recombining former experiences 

in the creation of new images different from any known by 

experience (productive imagination)." Such a definition, 

\diile clear enoug^ is not fully satisfactory. One feels 

that it omits important overtones. Another definition, of 

older vintage^ describes imagination as "The creative 

faculty of the mind in its highest aspect; the power of 

fraitting new and striking intellectual conceptions; poetic 

geniua." 5 Such a definition is more evocative than the 

first, but it still does not satiilfy. One of the fullest, 

most thouglit«provoking definitions of imagination is that 

given by Coleridge in his Biograohia Liceraria. Speaking 

5A fiejt Éngliah Dictionarv, ed. Sir James Murray, 
Ll. D. TcSord, IM), p. 54* 

file:///diile
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of the poet, Coleridge says: 

He diffuses a tone and spirit of unity, that blends, 
and (as it were) fuses, each into each, by that syn-
thetic and magical power, to which I would exclu-
sively appropriate the name of imagination. This 
power . . . reveals itself in the balance or recon-

* cilement of opposite or discordant qualities: of 
saraeness, with difference; of the general, with 
the concrete; the idea, with the image; the sense 
of novelty and freshness, with old and familiar 
objects; a more than usual state of emotion, with 
more than usuaX order; Judgement ever awake and 
S'Deady self-possession, with enthusiasm and feel-
ing profound or vehement; 6 

The foregoing definition, while applying specifi-

cally to the poet and the creative act, is satisfying in 

its completeness and is appropriate to the task of this 

thesis. 

It will be readily apparent that by the above 

criteria, Hamlet is truly a man of imagination. Much of 

the mystery and awesome power inherent in the play corae 

from our seeing the universe through Hamlet's eyes. The 

evidence of Hamlet's powerful iraagination is so abundant 

that oniy a sampling can be given. For instance, he says, 

in a burst of emotion: "My father, methinks I see my 

father." And Horatio, taking him literally, asks: "Where, 

my lord?" And Hamlet answers: "In my mind's eye, Horatio." 

^Samuel TayXor Coleridge, Blg, ^Samuel TayXor Coleridge, Biographia Literaria, from 
gngliah PoetyY and Prose of the 9̂P̂ P̂ 'i1 fî liovement. ed. 
George Benjamin Woods (Dal as, 1950), p. 401.Hereafter 
cited as Coleridge, Biograohia Literaria. 
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(Hamlet > I, ii, 184-1Ô6) And then when Hamlet does see 

his father, in the form and apparition of a ghost, with 

what marvelous imaginative power does he address him: 

1*11 call thee Hamlet, 
King, father, royal Danel 0, answer me: 
Let me not burst in ignorance, but tell 
Why thy canonis'd bones, hearsed in death, 
Have burst their cerements; why the sepulchre, 
Wherein we saw thee quietly inum'd 
Hath op'd his ponderous and marble jaws, 
To cast thee up again? What may this mean, 
That thou, dead corse, again in complete steel, 
Revisits thus the glimpses of the moon, 
Making night hideous; and we fools of nature 
So horridly to-shake our disposition 
With thoughts beyond the reaches of our souls? 

(I, iv, 44-56) 

What a profound commentary the last statement makes 

on the play as a whole, for indeed, from time to time, 

from scene to scene, as the play unfolds, we, the audience, 

are prompted and prodded with "thoughts beyond the reaches 

of our souls." The great truth is echoed again and again 

in Hamlet's imagination: "There are more things in heaven 

and esu'th, Horatio, / Than are dreamt of in your philosophy." 

(I, V, 165-166) And again in what is one of the world^s 

best known soliloquies: 

To die: to sleep. 
To sleep? perchance to dream. Ay, there*s the rub; 
For in that sleep of death what dreams may come, 
When we have shuffled off this mortal coil, 
Must give us pause. 

(III, i, 64-66) 
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The foregoing are excellent examples of what Cole-

ridge means in speaking of "a more than usual state of 

emotion, with more than usual order." 7 

If it be a characterisitic of imagination to balance 

or reconcile discordant qualities, then surely Hamlet ±3 

an imaginative person. His very first speech in the play 

is a paradox, a play on words, for he refers to the King 

as being "A Xittle more than kin, and less than kind," 

(I ii, 65) thus implying that his uncle, and now step-

father, though doubly related to him, is still unnatiu'al 

and unkind as far as Hamlet is concemed. Likewise in 

his next three utterances, and in others too nuraerous to 

mention, Hamlet is ever concerned with the multiple levels 

of meaning which words have. He says, "I am too much i* 

th» sun," (I, ii, 73) and his meaning is twofold, perhaps 

thireefold. When Hamlet*s mother reminds him that his 

father*s fate is one that is common to all, he replies, 

"Ay, madam, it is common," (I, ii, 73) and one is sure 

that his words carry more than their literal meaning. 

Surely he is alao referring to his mother's hasty mar-

riage and lighthearted forgetfulness of his noble father 

as being "common" in the cheapest sense of the word. ° 

7Coleridge, Biograohia H%^r^%^, p. 401. 

•̂'íhe word »common' was tediously the right one 
for the remark, irritatingly the wrong one from a orince's 
own, feeling mother." Benjarain Boyca, "The Stoic 'CIHI-
solatio* and Shakespeare/* fublications of the Modem 
tansuaee AaagciatíQ]a» LXIV, (1949) P. 775. 
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A further example of Hamlet*s perception of oppo-

sites is revealed in the brilliant irony of some of his 

observations. One can feel the mingling of fire and ice 

in his voice jis he explains to Horatio why his mother's 

wedding followed "hard upon" his father's funeral. In 

mocking tones he says, "Thrift, thrifi, Horatiol the 

funeral bak*d-meats / Did coldly furnish forth the mar-

riage tables." (I, ii, 180-1Ô1) And then in a burst of 

genuine emotion, which in its imagery reveals his feeling 

for opposites, he exclaims, "Would I had met my dearest 

foe in heaven / Or ever I had seen that day, Horatio. 

(I, ii, 182-1$3) 

If it be imagination that enables a man to recon-

cile "the idea, with the image," as Coleridge says, then 

Hamlet is highly imaginative, for his utter despair could 

hardly have been better protrayed than in the words: 

0 Godl Godl 
How weary, stale, flat, and unprofitable 
Seem to me all the uses of this world. 

^ Fie on*tl ah fiel *t is an unweeded garden 
That grows to seed; things rank and gross 

in nature 
Possess it merely. 

(I, ii, 132-137) 

One other example, taken from an almost inexhaustible 

supply, reveals Hamlet*s imagination as being almost ex-

uberant even in despair. Questioned by Rosencrants and 

Guildenstera, and accused of ambition, Hamlet bursts out: 
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"0 God, I could be bounded in a nutshell, and count myself 

a king of infinite space, were it not that I have bad 

dreams." (II, ii, 256-256) 

Of that particular facet of imagination which causes 

Hamlet to perceive "the individual, with the represent-

ative," more will be said in the discussion conceming the 

ĵ hilosophic state of the raan of thought. It is impossible 

to trace down and set forth every illustration of Hamlet's 

imagination. The foregoing is intended only as a sugges-

tive sampling. It is necessary to turn now to a study of 

Richard IX. 

It is immediately apparent that Richard has an imag-

ination, but it is also apparent that it is of a lower 

order than that of Hamlet. Richard is forever making 

comparisons, striving to be poetic, and at times he does 

rise to the heights of pure poetry, but for the most part 

his imagery lacks the vitality and order that Hamlet*s 

possesses. Richard^s imagination, though a powerful factor 

in his life, is of the cut-flower variety, while Hamlet^s 

is fresh and alive. Like Hamlet, he does have a feeling 

for w6rd8, but when he attempts to play with them the re-

sult is usually silliness instead of wit. For instance, 

in his directions to Bolingbroke and Mowbray, he is trifl-

ing, almost facetious, in his unconcem as he says: 

This we prescribe, though no physician; 
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Deep malice makes too deep incision. 
Forget, forgive, conclude and be agreed: 
Our doctors say this is no month to bleed. 

(I, i, 154-157) 

Often Richard's poetic flights are strained; he 

does not match "the idea, with the image." A good example 

is his pompous declaration of his intentions to banish 

Bolingbroke and Mowbray. His speech is so mixed and 

circuitous that one almost wonders how the two noblemen 

were able to tell they were being banished. In the speech, 

Richard declares: 

For that our kingdom*s earth should not be soil'd 
V7ith that dear blood which it hath fostered; 
And for our eyes do hate the dire aspect 
Of civil wounds plough^d up with neighbours* sword; 
And for we think the eagle-winged pride 
Of sky-aspiring and ambitious thoughts, 
With rival-hating envy, set on you 
Tc wake our peace, which in our country's cradle 
Draws the sweet infant breath of gentle sleep; 
Which so rousM up with boist'rous untun*d drums, 
And grating shock of dreadful iron arms, 
Might from our quiet confjLne& fright fair peace, 
And inake us wade even in our kindred*s blood— 
Therefore we banish you ovir territories. 

(I, iii, 125-139) 

There are times, however, when King Richard does 

rise to genuinely passionate utterance, and when he does 

so his words reveal an imagination in the sense of Cole-

ridge's definition. In his well-known speech concerning 

the fate of kings he says: 

. . . within the hollow crown 
That rounds the mortal temples of a king 
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Keeps Death his court, and there the cintic sits, 
Scoffing his state and grinning at his pomp, 
Allowing him a breath, a little scene, 
To monarchiae, be fear'd, and kill with looks; 
Infusing him with self and vain conceit, 
As if this flesh which walls about our life 
Were brass impregnable; and, humoizr̂ d thus, 
Comes at last, and with a little pin 
Bores through his castle wall, and farewell kingl 

(III, ii, 160-170) 

Very seldom does Richard rise to the heights of the 

foregoing passage, however. Most of the time he tums 

out such strained figures as the two kinsmen, himself and 

Aumerle, who fret out holes in the ground with tears and 

thus dig their graves with weeping eyes; or the con̂ ârison 

of the crown to a deep well, with the figure of the two 

buckets riding up and down. Bolingbroke is the empty 

bucket, riding high, while Richard is the bucket that is 

down, and filled with tears. Richard evidently would 

like to bf-^ poet, and sometimes is, but some of his 

speeches are close to being doggerel. ̂  He truly charac-

terises his own laborious imagination in his last soliloquy 

when he says: 

I have been studying how I may compare 
This prison where I live unto the world; 
And, for because the world is populous 
And here is not a creature but myself, 
I cannot do it. Tet 1^11 hammer it out. 

(V, v, 1-5) 

^or a fuller discussion of Richard's "fluent 
feebleness" see Edwin R. Htmter. Shakespeare and Common 
Senae (Boston, 1954), pp« 31-4o* Hereafter cited as 
Hunter, CqmPA §Sim,» 
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It was stated earlier that the man of thought, be-

cause of his imaginative powers, is a sensitive person, 

sensitive to the moods and actions of others, to the numer-

ous possibilities and dangers of any given sittiation, and 

to the moral implications of any overt action on his own 

part. Let us apply this criterion to Hamlet and Richard. 

It will be seen that Hamlet is sensitive in numer-

ous ways. For exas^le, he has been sensitive to the 

situation brought about by his mother^s marriage to his 

uncle, and has sensed that something is foully amiss, for 

when the Ghost z*eveals that he was murdered, Hamlet cries 

out, "0 my prophetic soull Mine unclel" (I, v, 40-41) 

He is sensitive to the purposes ot others, for he is quick 

to perceive the probing tactics of Polonius, Ophelia^ and 

Guildenstern and Rosencrants. Surely it is in part this 

apprehension of their mission that makes Hamlet treat 

them so roughly. 

Likewise Hamlet is sensitive to what he considers 

his own shortcomings. Thes he takes himself severely to 

task for not being as passionately earnest about his own 

responsibilities as the traveling player is oonceming a 

part he, is merely acting.. (II, ii, 553-592) Then again, 

when He^meets with the army of Portinbras, he rebukes 

himself for not being willing to rise up and do battle 

wfor an egg-shell." (IV, iv, 32-66) 
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It raay be charged, and upon seemingly good evidence, 

that Hamlet, though sensitive to the purposes of others, 

is not sympathetic to their needs. He seeras to waste 

little affection on those who try to trick him, as witness 

his harsh behavior toward Polonius and toward Rosencrantz 

and Guildenstem. Likewise he has little patience with 

foolish fops like Osric. Still, one can hardly help feel-

ing that his nature has been changed by the times, vriiich 

are out of Joint, that his basic gentleness has been turned 
íí 

'̂ 

to harshness by his bitter disillusionment over his father*s 

murder and his mother^s incestuous manriage to the mur-

derer. One feels also» that he is aiming for ultimate 

good in the speech where he so severely advises Ophelia 

to get herself to a nuunex'̂ , especlally v^en one realizes, 

as Hardin Craig has pointed out, that in Hamlet's day there 

were only two altematives for a virtuous woraan to follow. 

She could become a wife and mother, or she could enter a 

nunnery. To HanQ.et, disillusioned as he is over his 

mother's behavior, only the second alternative is a sound 

one. Another instance where harshness may belie real 

concern occurs in the scene where he so severely rebukes 

his mother, telling her to "Assiuae a virtue, if you have 

it not." (III, iv, 160) Surely there is proof of his 

good intentions in the statement, "I must be cruel, only 

to be kind." (III, iv, 176) Still, Hamlet is open to the 
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charge of being egocentric, and that phase of his cliaracter 

will be dealt with later in the chapter. 

Richard II is sensitive chiefly in that he is con^ 
/ 

stantly awareyof the dramatic inqport of every situation 

in whiqh he is involved. Edwin R. Hunter makes a number 

of pertinent observations on this point. Quoting Edward 

Dowden, he says, regarding Richard^s flair for dramaci-

zation: <̂^ 

Dowden has a number of happy phrases regarding 
this quality in Richard. "Richard," he says, 
••to diom all things are \inreal, has a fine feel-
ing for *situations^. . . . Instead of coimpre-
hondihg things as they are, and achieving heroic 
do^ds, he satiatec his heart with the grace, the 
tendemess, the beauty, or the pathos of situa-
tions. Life is to Richard a show. • . . He is an 
amateur in livingt not an artist, . . . " Another 
Dowden comment refers to "the aesthetic satis-
faction derivable from the situation of a vanquished 
king." "There is," he says, still speaking of 
Richard, "a condition of the intellect which we 
describe by the word •boyishness.* The mind in 
the boyish stage of growth •has no discriminating 
convictions, and no grasp of consequences.* The 
talk of a person %dio remains in this sense boyish 
is often clever, but it is unreal." 10 

The trait of dramatisation is so pronounced in 

Richard that further proof need hardly bo advanced. The 

celebrated looking-glass scene is enough to illustrate the 

point. (IV, i, 276-291) In this scene Richard publicly 

asks for a xai.rror that he may behold his face to see how 

l^Hunt^r, p̂ ffHfín SâMiÅã PP* 33*34* 

file:///inreal
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he bears up under the strain of his deposition and then 

dashes the glass to pieces on the ground. Such a display 

seems unnecesaary and ridiculous, but it is quite reveal-

ing of t'he introspective Richard's need for attention and 

reassurance. The raiiror scene will be more f\illy examined 

in a latcr chapter dealing with dramatic function. 

Richard is so aware of self that he can spare little 

pity or concem for others, but he does occasionally in-

clude a kinsman, as Aumerle, or his wife, within the circle 

of his self-pity. This quality will be dealt with more 

fully later in the chapter. 

It was stated that the man of thought has a philo-

sophical inclination in his make-up, and in applying this 

standard to Hamlet, one finds a rich vein of ore. Here 

again one can take only a sampling. Mark, for exaniple, 

Hamlet*s idealiaed portrait of mankind in the words: 

Vi/hat a piece of work is a raanl Hov noble in reasonl 
how infinite in facultiesl in form and moving how 
express and admirablel in action how like an angell 
in apprehension how like a godl the beauty of the 
world, the paragon of animals. 

(II, ii, 307-312) 

Other instances readily thottghc of are the solil-

oquies, especially the one beginning "To be, or not to 

be, . . .", (III, i, 56-ÔÔ) which contains the very marrow 

of philosophy in its questioning the meanings and rela-

tive values of life and death. Another example, grimly 
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ironic, is the graveyard scene, where Hamlet holds in his 

hands the skull of "poor Yorick" and rauses over the fate 

of emperors, wondering if one may not in ". . . imagi-

nation trace the noble dust of Alexander till 'a find 

it stopping a bunghole." (V, i, 209-210) From such 

illustrations, and others, one concludes that Hamlet has 

a particularly strong faculty for seeing the general 

truth in the specific incident. Such a trait is the very 

essence of the philosophic nature. 

Turning to an analysis of Richard regarding the 

philosophic trait, one finds that he is as generally 

l̂ acking in true philosophy as he is in true poetry. His 

philosophy conceming the kingship is the most fully de-

veloped of his ideals, but many of his concepts regard-

ing it prove to be erroneous. On one occasion he compares 

hi^ royal presence to the rising sun whose beams frighten 

all evildoers and cause them to stand trembling in the 

light. Continuing, he says, "Not all the water in the 

rough z*ude sea / Can wash the balm off frora an annointed 

kingi . . . " (III, ii, 54-55) Needless to say, his con-

cepts prove to be false, for he is claiming protection 

from an idea for which he is unwilling to assume full 

moral responsibility. 

Perhaps the nearest approach to real philosophy 

comes when Richard learns that his favorites, Bushy and 
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Greene, have been executed. In the remarkable speech 

\riiich follows, Richard says sorrowfully: 

Let's talk of graves, of worms, and epitaphs. 
. . . nothing can we call our own but death; 
And that small raodel of the barren earth 
Which serves as paste and cover to our bones. • . 

^ (III, ii, 145, 152-154) 

Such a speech has a strong medieval flavor, €ind is remi-

niscent of the graveyard scene in Hamlet. The speech 

concludes with the powerrul figure already quoted, con-

ceming the " . . . hollow crown / That rounds the mortal 

temples of a king." (III, ii, I6O-I6I) Such noble obser-

vations come seldom from Richard's lips, however, and one 

is forced to conclude that Richard, being weaker than 

Hamlet in creative imagination, is weaker also in philos-

ophy, which stems from imagination. 

It was said that the man of thought, because of his 

awareness of the possibilities which lie beyond so-called 

reality, is likely to be an idealist. Let us see how this 

standard fits Hamlet and Richard. For our purposes, the 

ordinary definition of idealism should be adequate. The 

American College Dictionarv gives one definition of ideal-

ism as: "the tendency to represent things in an ideal form, 

or as they might be rather than as they are, with emphasis 

on values." It will readily be seen that, judged by this 

concept of idealism, Hamlet is an idealist. His first 

file:///riiich
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soliloquy, beginning "0, that this too too solid flesh 

wouls melt,/ Thaw and resolve itself into a dewl", (I, ii, 

129-130) express a devout wish for a transformed existence, 

a longing for conditions to be different from what they are. 

He exhibits the sarae trait, in a raore practical vein, when 

he wishes that his countrymen were not such heavy drinkers. 

Of their wassail he says, ". • . to my mind, . . . it is 

a custom / More honor*d in the breach than in the observ-

ance." (I, iv, 14-16) In the speech already quoted, begin-

ning "V^t a piece of work is a manl", one sees Hamlet*s 

idealism revealed, an idealism that has not yet crumbled 

even in his time of despair. Hamlet*s idealism is re-

vealed in many other speeohes: in his soliloquies, wherein 

he upbraids himself severeXy for not measuring up to his 

own standard of perfection; in his bittemess, which is 

but the other face to the coin of idealism; in his supreme 

disgust at his mother*s actions in marrying his uncle; 

and, possibly, in his failure to kill the king at prayer, 

because such an act would afford an imperfect, incomplete 

revenge. 

Richard, too, is an idealist, but in a special sense 

of the word. His idealism consists of mere wishful think-

ing, seXf-delusion, and has not the esQ̂ hasis on values 

that Hamlet^s does. It is largely this self-deception 

which causes Richard»s downfall. He thinks himself immune 

to defeat, pairtly because he is king, and partly because he 
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is Richard. Standing on the coast of Wales, unaware that 

his army has deserted one day earlier, he says proudly: 

This earth shall have a feeling, and these stones 
Prove armed soldiers ere her native king 
Shall falter under foul rebellion's arms. 

(III, ii, 24-26) 

A short while later, confronted with the news that 

his army has fled, Richard falters momentarily, and then 

collects himself with the words: 

I had f orgot myself, am I not king? 
Awake, thou coward majestyl thou sleepest. 
Is not the king^s name twenty thousand names? 

(III, ii, Ô3-Ô5) 

In his last soliloquy, "hammered out" only minutes 

before the assassins fall upon him, Richard gives vent to 

his sorrowful, confused feelings regarding his plight. Re-

viewing his misfortunes, he wishes first for one thing, 

then another, unable to decide upon any condition which 

will suit him. He says: 

Sometiraes am I king 
Then tz*easons make me wish myself a beggar, 
And so I am. Then crushing penury 
Persuades me I was better when a king: 
Then am I king^d again. and by and by 
Think that I am unking'd by Bolingbroke, 
And straight am nothing. Êut whate^er i be, 
Nor I nor any man that but man is, 
With nothing shall be pleasM, till he be eas*d 
With being nothing. 

(V, V, 32-41) 
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It is difficult to know how genuine Richard's feel-

ings are as expressed in the foregoing passage, but he 

seems, at least faintly, to be expressing the death-wish, 

thus revealing that extremian which is one facet of ideal-

isra. One might conclude the study of Richard»s idealisra 

by observing that it is rauch narrower and less pronounced 

than that of Hamlet, since Richard has neither the strong 

principles, the lofty vision, nor the concem for the gen-

eral welfare of the state that the Prince of Denmãurk has. 

Because of his awareness, not only of the general 

situation, but of his own inner workings as well, the man 

of thought is likely to be self-centered, at least to a 

degrae. The charge of egocentricity has been levelled at 

Haunlet more than once, and indeed there are grounds for 

it. One of the foremost exponents of the egocentric theoxTr 

is th«» Spanish critic, Salvador de Madariaga. In his book, 

On ̂ Mtiifttr t ^® ^ys flatly: 

Hamlet is egooentric. The only principle capable 
of giving an order and a coherence to the character, 
the only expla^tion for all he says and does, is 
that Hamlet is egocentrio. This is the meaning to 
be attached to the famous line "for there is nothing 
elther good or bad, but thinking (i. e. £ji think-
ix:^ makes it sôv" There is-**h« means— no objéctive 
standard. ^ 

Going a step fujrther, îladariaga points out that 

llSalvador de Madariaga, QB Hamlet (London, 194Ô), 
pp. 12-13. Hereafter cited as mdariaga, Ôjg^ ^fA^tf -
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Hamlet seems to be forever communing, not with individ-

uals in the outside world, but within himself. "In fact," 

says Madariaga: 

Hamlet soliloquises throughout the whole play. 
Whomsoever he seeras to be talking to, Hamlet only 
speaks to Hamlet. Hence that impertinent effect 
of his dialogues with Rosencrants and Guildenstem; 
those bmsque changes and stops in what he says, 
with a complete indifference to the interlocuter; 
and that aloofness with which Hamlet seeras to look 
dovm on what the other has to answer. • . • The 
other fellow does not matter: he is but a listen-
ing tool. 12 

Wo^doubt there is tmth in Madariaga's interpret-

ation, but one cannot help feeling that he is a little 

cold-blooded in his analysis of the Prince. Other critics 

take quite different views concerning his possible self-

centeredness. For instance, John Palmer, in a comparison 

of Richard and Hamlet, sayst 

There is no character in all Shakespeare*s plays 
so self-centred as Richard; no character less 
self-centred than Hamlet, who, in brooding on 
his own probloM, sees it instinctively as the 
problem of every man; who, in the bittemess of 
his own suffering, can lose himself in the woes 
of Hecuba or follow the dust of Alexander till 
it be found stopping a hole to keep the wind 
away. . • . To HamXet nothing has interest or 
signiflcance till it can be related with the 
scheme of things entire. ^ 

l^Madariaga, âi MâiJLâl# PP» 105-106 • 

13john Palmer l3John Palmer, PpmAgal Ctor̂ fft̂ r̂P SL gW^9gP^^r9 
London, 1948), p« lyo^Hereafter cited as Palmer, 
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Thus we have two critics discussing the same prob-

lem and absolutely disagreeing. We are left to decide 

for ourselves which is the correct view. Certainly most 

of us would agree, however, that Madariaga goes too far 

>rtien he states that, interpreted by the egocentric theory, 

"There is no mystery about Hamlet." ^ For there is mys-

tery about Hamlet, and therein lies a large part of the 

charm and fascination of Shakespeare*s work. 

One of the primary traits of Richard's character 

is his self«>centeredness, as indicated earlier. This 

egotism Riohard often raasks by speaking of himself as if 

he were a third person, especially when he talks con-

oeming his role of king. Discussing what he must give up 

in submitting to Bolingbroke, he says: 

VJhat raust the king do now? Must he submit? 
The king shall do it. Must he be depos*d? 
Ths king shall be contented. Must he lose 
The narae of king? a Goâ*s name, let it gc. 

(ÍII,iii, 143-146) 

He uses the third person again, this tirae in an ironic 

vein, as he resigns his kingship to Bolingbroke: 

Long may^st thou live in Richard's seat to sit, 
And soon lie Richard in an earthy pit. 
God save King Henry, unking'd Richard says, 
And send him many years of sunshine days. 

(IV, i, 21Ô-221) 

HMadaria^, j^ Hamlet. p* 107. 
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Throughout the play, Richard is conscious of a sort 

of double existence, hiraself within, with his desires and 

fmstrations, and himself without, as seen in the eyes of 

the world. ^'^ This consciousness of a double mle seeras 

to intrude into his use of the personal pronoun, for he 

is excessively fond of using "we" and "our*», instead of 

"I" and "mina". For example, he says: "Mowbray, irapartial 

are our eyes and ears." (I, i, 115); and, "We were not 

born to sue, but to command." (I, i, 196); and again, 

"Strives Bolingbroke to be as great as we?" (III, ii, 97); 

and so on repeatedly throughout the play. The other 

characters do not refer to theraselves in such fashion, 

and one can be sure that Shakespeare intended the trait 

to be a revelation of the king's character. 

Not only is Richard constantly aware of the impor-

tance of his role, he is also alert to êvery opport\inity 

to dramatize that role in the eyes of others. This pro-

pensity for playing to the gallery reaches a culmination 

in the scene where he urges Bolingbroke to seize the crown, 

evidently that they may wrestle for it in nock dispiay 

before the crowd. Then, a few moments later, Richard 

calls for the mixror, in order that he may behold himself 

in the looking glass, another theatrical trick hardly 

worthy pf a king. 

15For a fuller discuasion of this characteristic 
see Hunter, Commoî  Scnse. pp. 44-45. 
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In conclusion, on the matter of egocentricity in the 

two men, it iLay be said that both are self-centered, but in 

vastly different ways. Hamlet, on the one hand, cares not 

a jot irtiat the world thinks of him; he is almost arrogant 

in his unconcem. Richard, on the other hand, is ever fret-

ful to raake his appearance sufficiently irapressive to the 

world. Hamlet»s egocentrlcity, if it can be called that, 

consistts in his imagination being so vivid that everything, 

yea, the whole universe, in passing through his mind be-

comes, if one may use the term, Hamletian in character. 

RichaiHi's self-centeredness consists in his craving for 

attention, his desire to play the raain part, or any part, 

even if it be the part of a fool. 

It was observed, at the beginning of the chapter, 

that the man of thought often falls to talking instead of 

doing. Madariaga, in his comments on Hamlet*s egocentric-

ity, remairks: "Indeed he talks rauch more than anyone else 

in the play, nearly three times as much as the King, ^ o 

comes next on the list of lines spoken." ^^ Of course, 

it may be argued, frora a practical standpoint, that Hamlet 

should speak the most lines, since he is the raain character 

in the play. Nevertheless, one feels an element of tmth 

in Haralet's reproof of himself for "unpacking" his heart 

^%adariaga, Oa Ĥ ralet. p. 106. 
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with words instead of deeds. (II,ii, 590) Only a short 

while after upbraiding himaelf thusly, even after setting 

in motion the plot to trap the King into revealing his 

guilt, Hamlet still finds it necessary to talk to himself. 

After musing on life and death, "and the thousand natural 

shocks / That flesh isiheir to:", (III, i, 62-63) he con-

cludes by defining what he recogniaes as his basic problem: 

. . . thus the native hue of resolution 
Is sicklied o»er with the pale cast of thought, 
And enterprises of great pitch and raoment 
With this regard their currents tum awry, 
And lose the name of action. -

(III, i, Ô4-ÔÔ) 

One cannot help but feel that the foregoing is the raain 

key to Hamlet's character, and thus to the inteiTpretation 

of the play. Coraing at the end of the soliloquy, it must 

s\immarize Hamlet*s conception of his own problem. This is 

not to say that Hamlet always fully understood himself, for 

no man does that, but it should be pointed out that Hamlet 

cesrtainly was aware of himself, and one should give strong 

consideration to Hamlet*s own construction of the situation 

before moving heaven and earth to fiiui out some cther rea-

son for his procrastination. Stated simply, the case is 

this: Hamlet^s intellectual power—his imagination, his 

dreams, his thoughts—call it madness, or philosophy, or 

what you will—is a prime force in **ihe development of the 
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play. If ever the line, "ify mind to rae a kingdom is," ̂ 7 

awplied to any man, it applies to Hamlet; and the full 

sweep of the conflict takes place not in Denraark, nor in 

Eliaabethan England, nor even in this world, but in the 

airy, spacious halls of Hamlet»3 iraagination. 

It is natural that such a raan, possessed of an 

inner world of such complexity and vividness, should pro-

crastinate in the extemal world; and since words are the 

natural revelation of thoughts, it is also natural that he 

should soliloquise, play with words and their meanings, 

and, in general, unburden himself with profuse streams of 

talk. 

As indicated earlier, Richard*s propensity for 

talk comes priraarily frora his desire to be draraatic and 

pætic. He, like Hamlet, talks raore than anyone else in 

the play, but heire again such an occurrence is natural 

in the dramatic sense, for his is the title role. Still, 

one finds it hard to forgive his prolixity. His associ-

ates soraetimes deplore it. For instance, when Richard 

learns of the deaths of his favorites at the hsmds of 

Bolingbroke, and pours out his feelings in the speech on 

the mortality of kings, the Bishop of Carlisle gently re-

bukes hira, saying, "My lord, wise men ne'er sit and wail 

^7sir Edwin Dyer, "My Mind to Me a Kingdom Is," 
The r̂niii;'̂^ ̂*̂^ Eeritagq^ I (Boston, 1945), p« 208. 
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their woes, / But presently prevent the ways to wail." 

(III, ii, 176-179) In other words, the Bishop is saying, 

"Stop talking, Richard, and act." 

It is hardly necessary to point out fuarther illus-

trations of Richard's prolixity, since most of the passages 

quoted earlier to illustrate his flair for dramatics, show 

also his talkativeness. 

To conclude brieflyî Both Hamlet and Richard suf-

fer the loss of a kingdom through want of resolution. 

This loss is sustained with both raen possessing the fullest 

awareness of the situation. There is a basic difference, 

however. Hamlet allows his outward kingdom to crumble 

because he is more interested in the inner kingdom of his 

mind; whereas Richard allows his realm to slip frora him 

because there is, to him, more drama and pathos in being 

a deposed king than there is in being a responsible, reign-

ing monarch. 



CHAPTER II 

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MAN OF ACTION 

It would be wrong to characterise the man of action 

as the complete antithesia of the raan of thought, for in 

many ways he is not. For instance, to a degree, he raay be 

imaginative, sensitive, and seif-centered, just as the 

man of thought is. One should put strong exnphasis on the 

word, mav. however, for it is more likely that the man of 

action, if possessed of the qualities mentioned, will have 

them to a lesser degree than does the raan of thought. What 

the raan of action does possess is, not the ability to dreara, 

or to draw fine distinctions, or to talk endlessly, but 

rather, the ability to act, cleanly and decisively. Behind 

this ability lie several qualities. First of all, the raan 

of action is possessed of a quiet deterraination, being one 

who has faith in himself and in his cause^ Secondly, he 

is a realist rather th£ui an idealist, accepting conditions, 

not as he wishes they were, but as they are^ Thirdly, he 

is an opportunist, ready to do whatever is necessary to 

achieve success, making principle subservient to policy^ 

Fourthly, he does not talk needlessly, but applies his 

energy to the doing of deeds. 

Naturally, it is not intended that these four traits 

should afford an exhaustive explanation of the man of ac-

tion. It is hoped, rather, that they raay provide broad 

34 
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concepts whereby Fortinbras and Bolingbroke raay be raeas-

ured to see if the first raay be properly regarded as a 

foil to Hamlet, and the second as a foil to Richard. It 

will be noted that Laertes, too, is in sorae ways a con-

trast to Hamlet, having, to a degree, some of the traits 

listed above^ 

It may be argued by sorae that the part played by 

Fortinbras is too brief and too slight for him to be con-

sidered as a foil to Hamlet^ lAore will be said concerning 

his dramatic function in a later chapter, but for the 

present it may be pointed out that: Fortinbras and his 

cause are mentioned in four of the five acts of the play; 

Hamlet hiraself is acutely aware of the contrast between 

his own conduct and that of Fortinbras; like Hamlet, Fort-

inbras has a father to avenge and an uncle who is king; 

and finally, the play closes with the passing of Hamlet's 

kingdom into the hands of Fortinbras. Bradley points out 

some of these facts, saying: 

. . . Laertes and Fortinbras . • • are evidently 
designed to throw the character of the hero into 
relief. Even in the situations there is a curious 
parallelismf • • . And with this parallelism in 
situation there is a strong contrast in character; 
for both Fortinbras and La^rtes possess in abun-
dance the very quality which the hero seems to 
lack, so that as we read, we are tempted to ex-
claim that either of theiP would have accomplished 
Hamlet^s task in a day* ^^ 

I^A.C. Bradley, ghfttoffMflr̂ ffl 'gragedv (New York, 1949), 
p. 90. Hereafter cited as Bradlev^ Shakesoerean Tragedv. 
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The first measiû ement to be applied to the man of 

action is that of determination, or faith in a cause. 

Let us see how well it applies to Fortinbras. The first 

mention of the young prince is made by Horatio in the 

first scene. Here the reader is told that: 

. . . young Fortinbras 
Of unimproved mettle hot and full, 
Hath in the skirts of Norway here and there 
Shark^d up a list of lawless resolutes, . . 

(I, i, 95-9Ô) 
. . 

Now, it is one thing to recmit a band of rec less follow-

ers; but it is quite another to carry through to success 

with such a following. In Act II, one sees Fortinbras, 

tihwarted by his uncle, tiiming his forces toward Poland. 

In Act rv, one learns, frora the raouth of a captain, some-

thing further of the deterraination of Fortinbras. 

Concerning the value of the land they are raarching to 

possess, the captain tells Hamlet: 

> 

We go to gain a little patch of ground 
That hath in it no profit but the name. 
To pay five ducats, five, I would not farm it; 
Nor will it yield to Norway or the Pole 
A ranker rate, should it be sold in fee. 

(IV, iv, 1Ô-22) 

Fortinbras, however, does not quibble over the relative 

unimportance of the expeditiôn, but with settled purpose 

marches on. In Act V one sees this determination bear 

fruit, for as Hamlet lies dying, he hears the martial 
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music of Fortinbras, retuming in triuiq̂ h frora Poland, 

and prophesies the election of the young prince to the 

kingship of Denraark. Thus, during the course of the play, 

Fortinbras progresses, in the eyes of the audience, frora 

the rolc of a youth of "uninq̂ roved mettle" to that of a 

man who is to be the able, responsible leader of a nation. 

Turning to Bolingbroke, one finds a character whom 

Shakespeare has more fully delineated. Bolingbroke, for 

a man of action, is a fairly conplex person, but most of 

the traits that were mentioned will apply to him. Cer-

tainly the one of detennination fits him quite readily. 

It is hardly safe to assixme, as sorae have done, that 

Bolingbroke at the time of his banishment is already 

detŝ rmined to dethrone King Richard. There is, however, 

evidence of his quality of determination, for it is he 

who initiates the charges against Mowbray, and it is he 

who first throws down his gage in challenge. One cannot 

but feel that Mowbray would have fared ill if i^e tour-

nament had been allowed to continue. 

Throughout the play Bolingbroke is somewhat of an 

enig&a, for though on formal occasions, or when flattery 

iB necessary, he can recite long, araraatic speeches, he 

never unburdens himself as Richard does, and the reader 

is left to guess at his real feelings. There can be no 

doubt as to his power, however. From the moment he sets 
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foot on English soil, everyone knows, deep in his heart, 

that Richard^s days are numbered. Bolingbroke's quick 

execution of Bushy and Greene further reveals the grira-

ness of his determination. When he coraes before Flint 

Castle, idiere Richard is ensconced, it is revealed again. 

He has said that he will bow down and kiss Richard's 

hand, but the iron determination of his purpose is re-

vealed when he vows that, if his banishment be not lifted 

and his possessions be not restored, he will " . . . lay 

the sunmier's dust with showers of blood / Rain»d from 

the wounds of slaughtered Englishmen." (III, iii, 43-44) 

He continues, talking in a more artificial vein, perhaps 

in order to hide his purpose from the others, but the 

quiok flash of his determination has been revealed. 

Bolingbroke•s power is nowhere better revealed 

than in his control of the deposition scene. Here he 

sits quietly while Richard destmys himself , politically 

and emotionally. The scene is somewhat like that of a 

man who has a bird trapped inside a house, with the bird 

dashing itself repeatedly against the window panes, and 

the raan watching quietly, secure in the knowledge that 

the bird can never escape. As Peter Ure points out: 

Richard raust play the part set down for him, and 
he shows frora tims to time a weary and baffíed 
consciousness of this: "What must the king do now?" 
(III. iii, 143ff). The bitter irony is manifest 
if we remember Queen Elisabeth*s remark on her 
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death-bed about "must" not being a word ^ich may 
be used to princes. -̂9 

Bolingbroke, like Fortinbras, is in command as 

the curtain falls, in fact, long before it falls. His 

determination and decisiveness have brought him triumph. 

The man of action is usually a irealist, not an 

idealist. In the ordinary sense of the definition given 

by 2iâ Americaî  College Dictionarv. a realist is "one 

who tends to view or represent things as they really are^" 

This realism raakes for practicality. Fortinbras, since he 

is not king, takes the nearest way to power by "sharking 

up" his band of desperadoes. Víhen his purpose to regain 

his father's lands is blunted, he turas his raen to his 

uncle*s en^loy and sets out for conquest in Poland. 

In the brief glirapse of Fortinbras on the plain 

of Denraark, one perceives the brisk practicality of the 

man as he says to his captain: 

Go, oaptain, from me greet the Danish king. 
Tell him that by his icense Fortinbras 
Craves the conveyance of a promis'd march 
Over his kingdc^. Xou know the rendesvous. 
If that his majesty would aught with us, 
We ahall express our duty in his eye, 
And let him know so. 

(IV, iv, 1-7) 

The speeoh oould hardly be more pointed or realistic. 

^9peter Ure, "Introduction." Mûfi Richard II (Lon-
don, 1956), p. Ixxix. Hereafter cited as Ure, Richard II. 
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In the last scene, amidst all the slain bodies, 

Fortinbras is not so overcorae that he forgets to mention: 

"I have sorae rights of memory in this kingdom, / .Tliich 

now to claim my vantage doth invite rae." (V, ii, 392-393) 

And though he is touched with awe and somo grief by the 

scene, he concludes by giving his orders as brusquely as 

ever: 

Take up the bodies. Such a sight as this 
Becoraes the field, but here shows rauch amiss. 
Go bid the soldiers shoot^ 

(V, ii, 404-406) 

(̂ e catches the realistic attitude of Fortiilbras in his 

acoeptance of such a sight as being the normal thing on 

the field of battle. Here, however, it is out of place, 

€Uid he moves to correct it. 

Bolingbroke's approach to life is realistic, also. 

His father, old John of Gaimt, a man with a fine imagin-

ation, urges him to pretend that his banishment is but 

a lii^t task which he has chosen of his own accord, saying: 

Look what thy soul holds dear, imagine it 
To lie that way thou goest, not whence thou con'st. 
Suppose the singing birds rausicians, 
The grass whereon thou tread'st the presence strew'd, 
The flowers fair ladies, and thy steps no raore 
Than a delightful raeasure or a dance; . . . 

(I, iii, 206-291) 

Bol5qigbroke*s answer reveals an imagination, but 

an imag;inat2on under control: 
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0, who can hold a fire in his hand 
By thinking on the frosty Caucasus? 
Or cloy the hungry edga of appetite 
By bare inagination of a feast? 
Or wallow naked in December snow 
By thinking on fantastic suramer̂ s heat? 
0 no, the apprehension of the good 
Gives but the greater feøling to the worse. 

(I, iii, 294-301) 

In other words, in Bolingbroke*s <^inion, daydrtaning is 

not the solution. 

A further illustration of Bolingbroke*8 realism 

is shown by his attitude during the deposition scene. 

Realising that Richard must be allowed hio histrionics, 

Bolingbroke sits by and lets him pour out his aoul, only 

interspersing an occasional comment, as when Richard 

has just urged him to seise the crown, and he aays dryly, 

"I thought you had been willing to resign. (IV, i, 190) 

When Richard answers: "But not my griefs; still am I 

king of those," (IV, i, 193) Bolingbroke calmly reminds 

him: "Part of your cares you give me with your crown." 

(IV, i, 194) Such a comment is that of a realist. 

The man of action is ustially an oppoz*t\mi8t, ready 

to make principle subservient to policy whenever necessary. 

Claudius, in his first speech to the court, recognizes 

the opportunism inherent in the character of Fortinbras: 

Now follows that you know young Fortinbras, 
Holding a weak supposal of our worth. 
Or thinking by our late dear brother's death 
Our state to be disjoint and out of frame. 
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Colleagued with this dream of his advantage. 
Ha hath not fail^d to pester us with message, 
InqpQrting the soirrender of thoaa lands 
Lost by hi8 father . . . 

(I, ii, 17-24) 

Fortihbras reveals his opportuniam again in his 

quick acceptance of Non«ay*s offer to coramission his 

band of desperadoes for service against the Polack. 

Evidtmtly Portinbras had already been very politic in 

that he had led his uncle to think that he was preparing 

to invade Poland instead of Denraark. The expedition, as 

finally isQ^lemented, Fortinbras tums to double benefit 

in defeating the Poles and in taking full advantage of 

the final catastrophe in the oourt of Denmark. In having 

him, as it \mre, "stuable* across the aituation at the 

moøt oi^rtuno mcment, Shakespeare illustrates an inpor* 

tant truth. The man of aotion, the opportunist, often 

appears to be extremely fortunate, but in reallty he helps 

create hia own good fortune, for were he not in motion 

alrMdy the opportunity might never present itself. 

It is difficult to know how much of Bolingbroke*s 

action springs trom opportunism and how much from settled 

datermination. He i8, as pointed out earlier, a difficult 

character to know, in that he often is silent regarding 

his intentionø, and even 1^8» he vpeakm, he aay be utter-

ing what ia politic rather than what he f^als* For 

instance, who can say at preciæly ythaX point Bolingbroke 
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decides to strive for the kingship? Some coraraentators 

read a settled purpose in his words at the time of his 

banishment; others say it comes to IdLfe when he invades 

England and finds Richard absent; while others argue 

that it is only after Richard^s capture, and after the 

distraught king has planted the seed in Bolingbroke»s 

mind that the latter decides to take over the kingship. 

This last interpretation seems rather naive, however. 

Upon his return frora banishment, he meets his uncle, the 

Duke of Tork, who accuses him of treason . There is 

cunning equivocation in Bolingbroke•s answer: 

As I was banish^d, I was banish'd Herford; 
But as I corae, I come for Lancaster. 
And, noble uncle, I beceech your grace 
Look on my wrongs with indifferent eye. 

(II, iii, 112-115) 

Bolingbroke's duplicity is further shown in the 

speech he makes in summoning Richard from the castle to 

which he has flown. After vowing stemly to " . • • lay 

the summer^s dust with showers of blood . . ." if neces-

sary, Bolingbroke breaks off, and seems to try to disavow 

the strength of his purpose in the words that f ollow, 

for he says hastily: 

The which, how far off from the mind of Bolingbroke 
It is auch crimson tempest should bedrench 
The fresh green lap of fair King Richard»s land, 
My stooping duty tenderly shall ahow. 

(III, iii, 45-46) 
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The sugared artificiality of the last statement is in 

strong contrast to the strength and vigor of the first. 

Perhaps noiidiere does Bolingbroke play the politi-

cian more than in the last act. Having led Exton to believe 

that he wants Richard disposed of—"»Have I no friend will 

rid rae of this living fear?'" (V, iv, 2)—Bolingbroke 

pretends to be angry and horrified when he leams that 

Exton has raurdered the deposed king^ Having disavowed 

the raurderer, while ecibracing the murder, Bolingbroke, as 

most opportunists do, finds it necessary to salve his 

consciince. This he does in the narae of religion, saying: 

"I^ll makea voyage to the Holy Land, / To wash this blood 

off from my guilty hand." (V, vi, 49-50) Thus Bolingbroke 

83Úiibits the code of the typical opportunist—break a 

principle whenever expedient, and than, first chance, 

patch it up again. 

It is axiomatic that the man of action is a doer, 

not a talker* This quality is evident in Fortinbras, 

being shown, as already noted, in his briefness and 

practicality. How laconic he is, when he coraes upon the 

scene of high tragedy in the court of Denmarkl Four brief 

speeches^ ranging in length from one to nine lines, and 

Fortinbras appraises the situation, claims his right to 

the kingdom, mxpreBses his regrets for the tragedy, 

praises Hamlet's character and ability, and orders the 
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dead bodies borne awayl There is in Fortinbras no hesi-

tation, no false starts. He appears in the first act, a 

young raan full of "unimproved mettle," leader of a band 

of "lawless resolutes," (note the choice of the word 

"resolutes") and progresses steadily, though sometimes by 

defleotion, to the position of power he holds at the end 

of the play. His dramatic importance, that of providing 

a background of contrast for the inaction of Hamlet, far 

outweighs the space allotted to him. Of his dramatic 

function, raore will be said in a later chapter^ 

It was stated in beginning that the man of action 

does not talk needlessly. Bolingbroke at times can be 

most talkative, but only when it suits his purpoae to be 

so. At other tiraes his silence is the raost impressive 

quality about hira. For instance, in the deposition scene, 

as Ure points outl " . . . Bolingbroke*s silence seeras to 

have a positive quality." ^^ This quality of being brief 

when others have a mind to talk can be noted elsewhere in 

the play. For instance, in depicting the end of a long 

day*s ride through Gloucestershire, Shakespeare has North-

umberland cosq̂ liiasnt Bolingbroke on the sweetness of his 

discourse, which has made the way less wearisome, but 

Bolingbroke's reply is brief and tactful: "Of much less 

20Ure, fiifilîaci ££# ?• Ixxxii. 
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value is my company / Than your good words." (II, iii, 

19-20) Then in the remainder of the scene, and in three 

scenes following, (III, i; III, iii; IV, i) Bolingbroke 

speaks briefly except for three speeches that are either 

necessary or expedient. The first is his protestation to 

York that he coraes back to England, not as a traitor, 

but as a rightful claimant to the possessions of Lan-

caster. (II, iii^ 112-135) The second is his unfolding 

of his reasons for executing Bushy and Greene. (III, i, 

1-30) THe third is his enigmatic speech before Flint 

Castle, in V/ales. (III, iii, 31-67) In this last speech 

the prolixity of the latter part^ the greater part, seems 

to stem from Bolingbroke• s desire to conceal his true 

intentions, thus relying on talk in the sense that Oliver 

Goldsmith must have meant when he said that the true pur-

pose of most talk is not to reveal one*s thoughts, but to 

conceal them. 

We have seen that the character traits of the man 

of action beget in him a rough*and-ready nature. He does 

not theoriae about the future, and invents no difficulties 

beyond those which face him at the moment. ^^ He takes 

2^"0nce Aristotle asked /Slexandei/ ̂ ^"^ ^® would 
do on a ship at sea under certain conditions; Alexander 
answered that he could not tell until the conditions 
arose." Harold Lamb, "Alexander the Great," The Encvclo-
pedia Americana> Vol. I (New York, 1957), p. 367. 
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full advantage of each situation, using whatever raeans are 

at hand and winking at principle if necessary^ ^^ Such a 

raan is the despair of the thoughtful raan, making the lat-

ter both to vow fervently to emulate the raan of action, 

and yet to drift further into inaction while probing 

deeply into his own consciousness, seeking, paradoxically, 

to find sorae key that will unlock his active forces. The 

natiires of the two men, standing thus in opposition, pro-

vide the strongest kind of dramatic contrast, and engender 

powerful elements of conflict within the drama. The study 

of this dramatic function is the prirae object of this 

thesis and will be the theme of the chapter which follows^ 

^^Even the Apostle Paul, who, as was stated, was 
a man of both thougnt and action, has been accused of 
such opportunism. For example, when he stood on trial 
for his life before the Jewish council at Jemsalera, 
knowing that there was a divided opinién between the 
Pharisees and Sadducees conceming the resurrection, he 
cried out with a loud voice, claiming to be a Pharisee, 
(which he was, in a sense) and saying that it was for 
his hope in tne resurrection that he was being put on 
trial. (Actually, the charge was that he had profaned 
the temple, thougn the real motive of the Jews may have 
been as he clalmed.) As soon as Paul made his claim the 
two factions fell into »uch a violent dispute that the 
Roman captain was obliged to send his soldiers down and 
deliver Paul out of their hands^ (The Acts 23:6-10) 



CHAPTER III 

THE DRAIIATIC VALUE OF PLACING THE I4AN OF THOUGHT 

VERSUS THE MAN OF ACTiæí 

There are, as remarked in the last chapter, at 

least two good reasons for placing within a drama the 

man of action and the man of thought opposite one another^ 

The first function of the device is simply that of pro-

viding contrast, so that the attributes of each character 

will be more sharply delineated^ The second function is 

more organic, that of engendering conflict and conplica-

tions, both within the individual auod within the world 

at large, as represented inside the draraa. Naturally, 

a discussion of these two functions is not presuraed to be 

an explanation of the total art and meaning of the plays 

under study, any more than the preceding chapters could 

be presumed to be total delineations of the characters 

discussed. Both art and nature are too coraplicated to 

be explained so simply^ It is hoped, however, that each 

approach, narrow though it may be, will provide another 

key to the many-portaled edifice of Shakespeare's art^ 

It was noted earlier that sorae critics have pro-

posed that Shakespeare never seriously intended Fortinbras 

to be a foil to Haralet. Such critics place themselves in 

the sarae camp as Sir Laurence Olivier, who in his film 

production of Hamlet, thought it expedient to discard all 

4Ô 
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references to Fortinbras. To disraiss thus a part of the 

work is to place oneself above Shakespeare, >^o doubtless 

had a purpose for including it. For purposes of analysis, 

let us take away Fortinbras and his cause, and see to what 

extent the play is affected. 

To remove the reference to FortinbravS from the 

first scene would rob it of a prime motive^ Speaking of 

the tension caused by the threat of invasion by Fortinbras, 

Horatio says: 

• • • this, I take it, 
Is the main motive of our preparations, 
The source of this our watch, and the chief head 
Of this post-haste and romage in the land. 

(I, i, 104-107) 

By showing the whole country thus in a state of anxiety, 

Shakespeare sets the stage for a tragedy that is not 

only personal but national in scope^ Later, when the 

people become "muddied, / Thick and unwholesorae in their 

thoughts and wtiispers," (IV, v, 63-64) the audience will 

more readily grasp the signif icance of the situation. 

They will be reminded by Rosencranta that the fate of the 

common people is bound up with that of the king, since he 

is a raassive ̂eel, "To whose huge spokes ten thousand 

lesser things / Are mortisM and adjoin^d; . . . (III, iii, 

19-20) 

In the first scene, there is, in addition, an air 

TEXAS lEO.NOLOOlCAL COLL.^i : UBUAU^ 

LUBBOCK, TEXAS 
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of apprehension, a presentiraent of dread, which is in 

part established by such questions as phrased by Marcellus: 

"Why . . . nightly toils the subject of the land, / And 

why such daily cast of brasen cannon, . . ." (I, i, 71-73) 

And againî "V/hat might toward, that this sweaty haste / 

Doth make the night joint-labourer with the day?" (I, i, 

77-76) 

In the answer that Horatio raakes, the audience is 

made acquainted with the character and cause of Fortinbras. 

A short while later, they leam from the lips of Claudius 

more about Fortinbras^ maneuverings and about his deceiv-

ing of his old uncle, Norway. Of course, the audience has 

not yet seen Haralet, so at the moraent they are unable to 

make any comparison between the two princes^ It is only 

later that the perceptive observer will remember the sit-

uation of Fortinbras and corapare it to that of Hamlet^ It 

is suoh touches that give receding depths to Shakespeare*s 

drama. Only the most careful observer will remember, 

later in the play, that Fortinbras has begged for and been 

granted quiet passage through Denmark on his way to f ight 

the Poles. (II, ii, 74-^0) Tet such is the case, as we 

are reminded when Hamlet enco\mters Fortinbras on the plain 

of Denmark. {IV, iv, 1-66) One could ill afford to remove 

thi8 scene from the play, for it strikingly reveals to the 

audie^ce and to Hamlet how vast the gulf is that separates 
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him from the man of action. Hamlet, after pretending, 

both to the captain and to himself, that it is foolishness 

to risk the lives of thousands over such an insignificant 

plot of ground, reveals his true feelings a few raoraents 

later in a soliloquy which lays bare the timiult in his 

Boul. First he reveals a painful awareness of his tardi-

ness in avenging his father, coraparing himself, unjustly 

perhaps, to a beast that has no larger purpose than to 

sleep and eat^ He then wonders if his overscrupulous 

thoughts may not stem from cowardice, rather than from 

wisdom. He then discloses that he, himself, does not know 

why he delays, for he says: 

• • . —I do not know 
Why yet I l ive to say 'This thing's to do, • 
Sith I have câãS^ and i£i l i and st£Sûgiii and 

feans ^underlining added/^ 
*W V.W t . 

(IV, iv, 43-46) 

Having made the preceding vital observation, Hamlet goes 

on to remark remorsefully: 

. . . fîxac^les gross as earth exhort rae; 
Witness this army of such raass and charge 
Led by a delicate and tender prince, 
Vi/hose spirit with divine ambition puff M 
Mfi kes mouths at the invisible event, 
Sxposing what is mortal and unsure 
To alX that fortune, death, and danger dare, 
Even for an egg-sheíl. 

(IV, iv, 46-53) 

Hamlet then resolves that such conduct is right when a 
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point of honor is involved. He then compares the imran-

sity of his cause with the trifling one of Fortinbras 

and vows, "0, from this time forth, / My thoughts be 

bloody, or be nothing worthl (IV, iv, 65-66) He has made 

such vows before, but this tirae he really raeans them, for 

when we see him again, he has had the initiativa to effect 

his escape frora the ship bound for England, and has raade 

good his tlireat to raake Rosencrantz and Guildenstem 

"hoist«» with their "own petar». (III, iv, 205) If it be 

true, as has often been asserted, that the play centers 

around and gains its significance from the consciousness 

of Hamlet, and that events are important only as they re-

late to that consciousness, then the encounter with Fortinbras 

is one of the most important events in the draraa, for it is 

here that Hamlet is motivated by Fortinbras' example to 

search his heart once more, find no reason for his delay, 

and make the deepest resolve to be bloody in his revenge. 

In the last act, just prior to the fencing scene, his jres-

olution has braced itself to the point that he can say to 

Horatio, concerning the possibility of death: "If it be 

now, •t is not to come; if it be not to come, it will be 

nowj if it be not now, yet it will come; the readiness is 

all." (V, ii, 211-213) 

The importance of Fortinbras' final triumphant 

entz*y has been discussed in a former chapter. Its effect 
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on Hamlet, and upon the audience was not reraarked, how-

ever. Surely much of the poignancy of the death scene 

comes from Fortinbras^ victorious approach at the moment 

when Hamlet lies dying. If it be true, as Tennyson says 

in his pæm, "Tears, Idle Tears," that the pipings of 

half-awakened birds are strange and sad to dying ears, 

then how sad it must have been for Hamlet to hear the 

strains of martial rausic growing faint in his own ears 

even ^s it came nearer and nearer. Or, as Emily Dick-

inson puts it, in a poem of deep insight: 

Not one of all the purple host 
Who took the flag to-day 
Can tell the def mition, 
So clear, of victory. 

As he, defeated, dying, 
On whose forbidden ear 
The distant strains of tri 
Break, agoniaed and clear. 

Surely this last scene gains much from the fact that 

Horatio's lyrical speeches, "Now cracks a noble heart," 

and "Crood night, sweet prince, . . .", are set against 

the background of Fortinbras' crisp efficiency. This 

contrast does much to make us remember Hamlet, not as an 

egocentric, as some have clairaed, or as a capable man of 

affairs, as others have said, but rather as the **sweet 
k. 

prince", the sensitive young man beloved of every age 

233Satí.ly Dickinsrø, "Suoeess i s Counted Swe^r.est." 
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since his creation. 

Fortinbras, then, is not the dramatic equal of 

Hamlet—as who in the play is?—but he is the effective 

foil ytho causes the attributes of Hamlet to shine raore 

clearly than they otherwise would. 

In tuming fr<»n Hamlet and Fortinbras to the char-

acters of Richard and Bolingbroke, one finds a pair 

balanced in more direct opposition to one another. This 

balance has various levels, as 'Jolfgang Clemen points out. 

Quoting another critic, he says: 

"It need hardly be said", writes Sir Sdmimd Chara-
bers, "That the antithesis between Richard and 
Bolingbroke goes much further than politics; it 
rests upon one of the ultimate distinctions 
amongst raankind, that of the practical and artis-
tio temperaments, the men of deeds and the raen 
of dreams and fancies.'l 24 

Ánother critic, John Palmer, speaks of Richard's 

being the product of Shakespeare's desire ". • . , to 

present a playboy politician coping ineffectually with 

men serioualy intent on the business of getting what 

they want, to contrast the man of imagination %^o lives 

unto himself, with men of the world who adápt themselves 

to the event." 25 

24Wolfgang H. Cleman, T ^ RffŶJtffPĵ îlt̂  SL ?Mfe^-
la yrøflftrY (London, 19511, ?• 55. Hereafter cited 

as uiemen~Imagerv• 

25John Palmer, Politioal Characters. p. 121. 
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These concepts, as we see, are well in accord with 

the ideas presented in earlier chapters. The task now is 

to see Yámt dramatic use Shakespeare raakes of the two 

characters standing thus in opposition. 

First and fundamentally, there is the function of 

contrast. In a photograph, when a light object is placed 

before a dark background it attracts the eye so much the 

quicker; in a jewelry display, when a bright gem is set 

upon a background of velvet its luster shines the brighter; 

and so, in a drama, when two characters are strongly con-

trasted, the traits of each stand out more clearly. 

Of course, the outstanding example of the contrast 

between Richard and Bolingbroke is illustrated in the 

deposition scene. Here Richard»s figure of the two buck-

ets, one rising, the other falling, is artificial, but 

appropriate^ In the ritual of the deposition, to continue 

the image, the two buokets pass one another^ The reader 

is prepared for a poirorful outburst frora both raen, with 

Richard violeatly denouncing Bolingbroke as a traitor, 

and Bolingbroke retaliating with threats and accusations 

and battering Richard into submission. Such a scene of 

passion woxild have been highly dramatic, and Shakespeare 

could have so written it with consummate ease. Instead, 

he chose to give it a different emphasis, and in one of 

the most intriguing scsnes in literature, he permits the 
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man of paasionate eloquence to batter himself to pieces 

upon a silent adversary. As noted earlier, some of Boling-

broke*s silences are nore expressive than all of Richard^s 

words. Like Napoleon, who raarched into Moscow and gained 

only a silent, deserted city for his pains, so Richard, 

no matter how elo<|uantly he speaks, gets only silence and 

emptiness for an answer. As we watch his ordeal, we begin 

to sympathime with him, to feel his humiliation and frus-

tration, and to becorae vaguely angry with such a raan as 

Bolingbroke, who will not oven give Richard the satisfac-

tion of an answer^ V7e must conclude that Shakespeare's 

use of the device of extreme contrast is deliberate in 

this scene, for nowhere else in the play does Bolingbroke 

exhibit such obvious reticence, though he is not by nature 

a talker, as we have observed. Just as he can raake 

speeches whenever necessary, he can also, whenever it is 

politic to do so, preserve a silence that is discreet to 

the point of deadliness. 

The second function of antithesis, that of engen-

dering conflict and complication, both within the individual 

and within the world at large that the drama portrays, is 

wej.1 illustrated in Richard í£. First of all, the inten-

sity of the conflict between the two chief characters is 

heií:htened greatly in that they are poles apart in their 

natures. V/e feel this difference even in the first scene, 
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in Richard»s inability to control Bolingbroke and Mowbray, 

for though he boasts that "lions make leopards tarae," (I, 

i, 174) it is all too apparent that Richard is no lion. 

Later, in the banishment scene, when Richard has arbitrar-

ily lopped four years off Bolingbroke^s sentence, the 

latter»s reply has a cynical edge to it: 

How long a time lies in one little wordl 
Four lagging winters and f our wanton springs 
End in a word: such is the breath of kJLngs. 

(I, iii, 213-215) 

Such an answer does not reveal that Bolingbroke already 

has a settled purpose for retaliation, but it does reveal 

the discontent of his heart, a discontent which provides 

the germ for later action^ 

The impact which Richard and Bolingbroke have upon 

one another in the deposition scene has been sufficiently 

discussed, and need not be reviewed at this point^ There 

is, however, in the two raen an important difference which 

has not been considered, that of their contrasting polit-

ical ability^ This difference would liave been most 

important to an Elisabethan audience, concerned as they 

were with the privileges and responsibilities of the king-

ship^ Indeed the question is still pertinent, for who can 

say precisely how far principle must be sacrificed to ex-

pediency, or how far the pow»?r oî a ruler should extend? 

Shakespeare has Richard take refuge in the divine 
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right of kingship. although the theory was not fully 

developed in Richard»s time. The weakness of Richard's 

natiire is plainly revealed in his willingness to accept 

all the immunities and privileges of the kingship, and 

in his unwillingness to bear its inherent responsibilities. 

This attitude makes ironic the scene of Richard's return 

from Ireland, for he says 5n a long, hypocritical speech: 

• • • I weep for joy 
To stand upon my kingdom once again. 
Dear earth, I do salute you with my hand, 
Thou^ rebels woimd thee with their horse»s hoofs. 
As a long-parted raother with her child 
Plays fondly with her tears and smiles in meeting, 
So weeping, smiling, greet I thee, my earth, 
And do thee favours with ray royal hands; . . . 

(III, ii, 4-11) 

Some critics have suggested that with the line, " . . . 

do thee favours with my royal hands; • . .", Richard 
26 

should kneel down and pat the earth. To do so would 

increase the irony of the situation, for in the past, 

Richard has done anything but favors for his kingdom. 

As old John of Gaunt cries out in his dying hour, England, 

because of Richard's carelessness, is all "leas'd out", 

(II, i, 59) bound up with " . . . inky blots and rotten 

parchment bonds; . . .". (II, i, 63) 

Richard's immaturity is further shown by his 

2^See Hunter, Common Sense. pp. 36-37. 
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Busceptibility to flattery and by his resentLîent of sound 

advice. He flares up in an ugly mood over Gaunt's pointed 

accusations, calls him "A lunatic lean-witted fool, / 

Presuming on an ague»s privilege," (II, i, 115-116) 

and refuses to listen to his wamings. Richard has been 

too long the object of flattery; he cannot now bear wise 

council. Later, on the coast of V̂ ales, when he boasts 

that even the stones of the earth shall fight for him, 

the Biahop of Carlisle warns him that though heaven has 

power to keep him king, Richard raust be ready to accept 

whatever raeans offered by heaven. Aumerle further urges 

Richard to action, explaining: 

Ke /Carlisle/ means, n^ lord, that we are too remiss; 
WhiTs't BolTngbroke, through our security, 
Grows strong and great in substance and power. 

(III, ii, 53-35) 

But Richard will not listen. He Xaunches into another 

long speech, the gist of which is: "Not all the water in 

the rough, rude sea / Can wash the balm off from an 

annointed king." (III, ii, 54-55) VJhen he does realise, 

a short time later, the enormity of his distress, he 

characteristioally goes to the other extrerae, and \î en 

Aumerle tries to speak a brief word, Richard lashes out 

at him, saying, "He does me double wrong / That wounds me 

with the flatteries of his tongue." (III, ii, 215-216) 

He is categorically wrong, for Aumerle has not betn 
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flattering him; Richard, lacking the company of his reg-

ular flatterers, Bushy and Greene, has been flattering 

himself. 

Bolinglbroke suffers no such illusions. He is well 

aware of the danger of listening to flattery. V/itness 

his courteous but brief reply to Northuraberland, when the 

latter compliments him on the sweetness of his discourse 

during the long ride through Gloucestershire. Boling-

broke answers indifferently, "Of rauch less value is my 

con^any / Than your good words." (II, iii, 19-20) He then 

proceeds to further business at hand. In the scene where 

he condemns Bushy and Greene, he publicly lists as one of 

their crimes the fact that their flatteries " . . . have 

miaied a prince, a royal king." (II , i, ô) 

Bolingbroke*s power as a ruler is well illustrated 

when a violent quarrel breaks out among his lords and they 

threaten one another with loud oaths. In five minutes he 

quells a situation which is almost identical to the one 

which Riohard had been unable to handle and Tfriiich even-

tually costs him his crown. (IV, i, 1-106) Bolingbroke 

is much more aware than is Richard of the dangers and 

responsibilities of the kingship. He knows the power of 

public opinion, for i^en he preparea to depose the king 

he says: 

Fetch hither Richard, that in ccmmon view 
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He may surrender; so we sliall proceed 
V/ithout suspicion. 

Bolingbroke*s skiU as a politician is noted, 

even by Richard, on the occasion of the former»s banish-

ment, for Richard remarks: 

Our seXf and Bushy 
Observ^d his courtship of the coramon people, 
How he did seem to dive into their hearts 
V/ith humble and familiar courtesy; 
What reverence he did throw away on slayesy 
Uooing poor craftsmen with the craft of smiles 
And patient underbearinga of his fortune, 
As 'twere to banish their affects with him 
Off goes hls bonnet to an oyster-wench: 
A'braca of draymen bid God speed him v/ell, 
And had the tribute of his suppXe knee, 
With "Thanks, my countrymen, ray loving friends"— 
Aa were our Ên^Land in reversion his, 
And he our subjects* next degree in hope. 

(I, iv, 23-36) 

Richard has raade a wise observation, but he proraptly puts 

it behind him, having "eyes that see not," and "ears that 

hear not." He later has occasion to lament his short-

sightedness, for Bolingbroke rides through the streets 

once more, this time as king. The exhibition, as narrated 

by York, is once again that of the politician, for Boling-

broke woos the croWd, 

• . . , from one side to the other turning, 
Bara-headed, Xower than his proud steed*s neck, 
Baspake th^m thua, "I thank you, oountrymen". 
And thus stiXX doing, thus he passM along. 

tv, ii, lô-ll) 
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As for poor Riciiard, York says: 

. . . No man cried "God save himj" 
No Joyful tongue gave hira his welcorae horae, 
But dust was thrown upon his sacred head; . . . 

(V, ii, 2é-30) 

The finaX pathetic touch coraes when the groom 

comes to visit Richard in prison and describes how BoXing-

broke on coronation day has ridden through the streets of 

London on roan BarbaiT', the proud steed that once was 

Richard»s own favorite raount. 3y this incident contrast-

ing the fortunes of the two raen, Shakespeare arouses our 

pity for Richard. A few moraents Xater he awakens our 

admiraticn for Richard^s courage, for as the raurderers 

rush in, the deposed king snatches a weapon frora one of 

them and defends himseXf bravely iintil Exton strikes him 

down. Thus, having been irritated, amused, and disgusted 

by turns at Richard^s antics, we wind up pitying and ad-

miring him. 

Shakespeare, in preaenting the tragedy of Richard 

II, poses a question that is haunting in its implications. 

VJho shoiad be the ri^tful King of England? Richard has the 

right of inharitance, but it is nuXXified by his arrogant 

indifference to the weXfare of his aubjects. BoXingbroke, 

tha usurping poXitician, has Ju8t cause for redress, and 

morecvor, is r; skiXXfuX, responsibXe ruXer. To the EXia-

abethans, the probXem was vital. There was a strong 
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traditional reverence for the king as being God's emissary, 

and Shakespeare makes dramatic use of the belief in raany 

of his plays. In Hamlet. he has Claudius express it 

thusly: 

There»s such divinity doth hedge a king 
That treason can but peep to what it would, 
Acts little of his will. 

(TV, V, 124-126) 

The words could have come from the lips of Richard. Such 

a statement is only a half-truth, however, for it leaves 

out the vast responsibility that adjoins the king's im-

munity. The importance of both elements is well suramed 

up in a speech by Rosencrantz as he speaks to Claudius: 

The single and peculiar life is bound 
With all the strength and armor of the mind 
To keep itself from noyance; but rauch raore 
That spirit upon whose weal depends and rests 
The lives of many. The cesse of majesty 
Dies not alone, but like a gulf doth draw 
What's near it with it. It is a raassy wheel, 
Fix*d on the summit of the highest mount, 
To whose huge spokes ten thousand lesser things 
Are mortisMand adjoin'd; which, vrtien it falls, 
Each small annexment, petty consequence, 
Attends the boisterous ruin. Never alone 
Did the king sigh, but with a general groan. 

(III, iii, 11-23) 

Much of the power, rauch of the fascination of the 

play, Richard II, is wrapped up in one awesome statement, 

"the cesse of majesty". 

The full impXications of BoXingbroke*s nimbXe cXimb 
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to fame and of Richard's headlong plunge to oblivion can-

not here be discussed, since to do so would require too 

much space. It is interesting to note, however, the 

Machiavellian tendencies of Bolingtroke's nature. As the 

policy is advocated in £hâ Prince. Bolingbroke woos the 

common poople, executes the former king's supporters, 

conspires to have the deposed monarch executed, practices 

deceit whenever necessary, and to the last pretends to 

be deeply religious. ̂ 7 Certainly it raust have been with 

raixed emotions that the Elisabethans viewed Richard II, 

for they admired a capable ruler, but professed to abhor 

iî at they knew of Machiavelli*s teachings. 

In a chapter on dramatic function, one other point 

should be considered as it relates to both plays. That 

point is style, or language, for it is through the imagery 

and rhythm of his language that Shakespeare reveals char-

acter and creates the various levels of meaning that 

never cease to intrigue the careful reader. 

Shakespeare*s use of imagery has been dealt with 

extensively in at least two major works. ̂ ° The subject 

is virtuaXXy inexhaustibXe, however, and one may feeX free 

27se« Irving Ribner. "BoXingbroke. a True ̂ îachia-
veXIian," MfiâfiSS hS^QSiiÅåS. Quarterlv.IX (1940), pp. 177-1^4. 

28ciemen, Imagerv: Caroiine F. E. Spurgeon, Shake-
apeare^s Imagery (New Tork, 1936). 
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to study it further. Conceming the style and imagery of 

P-̂ f̂lT̂  II, Clemen says in a footnote: 

Richard D. Altick makes the interesting observ-
ance that tho language of Richard II "suggests 
the existence of a vital relationship between two 
leáding characteristics of Shakespeare's poetic 
style: the uncontrolXed induXgence of verbaX wit 
in the earXier pXays and the use of great image 
themes in the plays of his raaturity." He draws 
the conclusion: "tn Richard II we see the crucial 
intermediate stage in the development, or perhaps 
more accurately the utilization of Shakespeare»s ^. 
singular associative gift." (PMLA, LXXII, p. 364) 29 

Tillyard takes the view, however, that rauch of the 

artificiaXity and stiXted imagery of Richard II corae, not 

from an immaturity on Shakespeare»s part, but from an effort 

to give the play a cerrøionious raedieval atraosphere. Speak-

ing of the pomp and heraldry of bygone days, Tillyard says: 

AXX these facts wouXd have a strong, if unconscious 
effect on Shakespeare's mind and induce hira to present 
the age of Richard in a briXXiant yet remote and un-
reaXistic raanner. . . . Thus he raakes raore solemn 
and elaborates the inherited notions of cosraic cor-
respondences and chivalric procedure and he makes 
his ritual style a central and not peripheral con-
cern. Hence . . . the elaborate circurastances of 
the tournament between Bolingbroke and Mowbray, and 
the unique artifice of Richard*s great speeches: 
speeches which are the true centre of the play but 
central with a far wider reference than to the mere 
character of Richard. 30 

29ciemen, Imajgerv. p. 62. 

/.r ^ ^í^'nîírr?* Tillyard, Sjr̂ k̂ggpeaŷ '§ HifiSfiO: UM& 
(New York. X946), p. 225-256THereafter cited as TiXXyard, 
Hiatorv E I Ã M . 
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TiXXyard further points out that raany of Ricliard's speeches 

suggest the iXXuminations of medieval books and tapestries, 

and cites especially Richard's picture of Death as a grin-

ning skeleton who mocks the king for a time and then coraes 

and bores through the wall of the castle with a pin. 

Tillyard does not argue that Shakespeare had actual ex-

amples of tapestries in mind when he wrote such passages, 

but he does maintain that the poet raay have had an un-

conscious memory of such art and been influenced by it. 

Certainly this is a plausible argument, for no raan, not 

even Shakespeare, could be aware of all the influences 

that go into his creations. 

Richard*s speeches are fi3J.ed with self-conscious, 

artificial iraagery, as when he says, concerning the possible 

loss of his kingdora: 

1*11 give my jewels for a set of beads; 
My gorgeous palace for a hermitage; 
My gay apparel for an almsman's gown: 
My figur^d goblets for a dish of wood: 
My sceptre for a palmer's walking staff: 
My subjects for a pair of carved saints, 
And my large kingdom for a little grave, 
A little little grave, an obscure grave, . . . 

(III, iii, 147-154) 

The speech could hardly be more artificial or painfully 

stiff. 

Bolingbroke, on the other hand, representing another 

breed of men and another age, speaks quietly and raatter-

of-factly whenever he is calm, as in his remarks concerning 
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his reckXess son: 

•Tis fuXX three months since I did see him last. 
If any plague hang over us, »tis he. 
I would to God, my Xords, he might be found. 
Inquire at London, »mongst thjs! taverns there, 
For there, they say, he daily doth frequent 
With unrestrained loose companions, 
Even such, they say, as stand in narrow lanes 
And beat our watch and rob our passengers, 
While he, young wanton, and effeminate uoy, 
Takés on the point of honour to support 
So dissolute a crew. 

(V, iii, 2-12) 

Here, patentXy the idea is to characterize Prince Hal 

as a youth, but the speech is not out of character for 

Bolingbroke. The above passage lacks vivid imagery, 

since the occasion does not demand it. Whenever 

Bolingbroke is excited or vigorously determined, however, 

the images fairly pour from him. When he stands before 

Flint Castle, he addresses Northumberland: 

Noble Lord, 
Go to the rude ribs of that ancient castle, 
Thrôu^ brazen trumpet send the breath of parle 
Into his ruin'd ears, . . . 

(III, iii, 31-34) 

A short while later, in one of thB strongest single lines 

of the pXay, BoXingbroke vows, if necessary, to "Xay 

the summer*8 dust with showers of bXood". (III, iii, 43) 

Such an utterance Xays bare the fierce determination 

of the raan. 

It is not possibXe within the scope of tlis thesis 
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to diacuss fuXXy the use of ImageJTy in either Richard II 

or Hflpilfftr* Lot it be noted, however, that in Richard II 

there are sorae three outstanding areas of iraagery: that 

of sun imagery, i^ich Xikens the nature of the king to that 

of the sun;30 that of rise-and-faXX imagery, which 

pictures the contrasting fortunes of the two men whc struggXe 

for the king8hip;3X and that of garden iraagery, which Xikens 

the kingdom to a vast garden, and the duties of the king 

to those of a gardener.32 These imsiges give a tonaXity 

and raeaning that go far beyond the content of the words. 

Clemen remarks, coneming this Xarger significance: 

"AXmost aXX the heroes of Shakespeare^s tragedies stand 

in cXose reXationship to the cosmos, the celestial, cuid 

the elements."^^ This relationship, cosmic, celostial, 

and elemental, is reveaXed primarily through imagery. 

Turning to HaraiLet, one finds the epitome of 

Shakespeare^s genius for creating iraagery. Concerning 

Hamlet*s speech, Clemen says: 

. . . . Hamlet*s nature can onXy find expression in 

30SamueX KXiger, "The Sun Imagery in R^gh^g II," 
Studies iû Philology, XLV (194^), pp. 196-202. 

3XArthur Suaman, "Imagery and Symbolisra in Richard 
II," Shakesoeare Quarterlv. VII (1956), pp. 355-370: 

32TilXyard, Historv Plavs> pp. 24^-251. 

33ciemen, Imagery, p. 93« 
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new language. . . . When he begins to speak, the images 
fairly stream to him, without the slightest effort— 
not as similes or conscious paraphrases, but as 
immediate and spontaneous visions.^î 

Bradley says of Hamlet»s tendency toward quibbling, 

playihg with words, and epeaking in paradoxec, that the 

habit: 

. . . , betokens a nimbleness and flexibility of mind 
which is characteristic of him and not of the later 
less many-sided heroes. Macbeth, for instance, has 
an imagination quite as sensitive as Hamlet's to 
certain ic^reasions, but he has none of Hamlet*s 
delight in freaks and twists of thought, or of his 
tendency to perceive and play with resemblances in 
the most diverse objects and ideas. Though Romeo 
shows this tendency, the only tragic hero í^o 
approaches HaraXet here is Richard II, ytho indeed in 
severaiX ways recaXXs the emascuXated HamXet of sorae 
critics, and may, Xike the reaX HamXet, have owed his 
existence in part to Shakespeare*s personaX famiXiarity 
with the weaknesses and dangers of the imaginative 
temperament ."35 

HamXet*s singular abiXity to produce images of 

startling fresliness and power is so pronounced that a 

few examples wiXX serve to illustrate the tendency, though 

indeed, a thousand would not exhaust the subject. Hamlet 

customarily thinks in pictures. He speaks of tears as 

"the fruitful river in the eye" (I, ii, 60); of the world 

34ciemen, laasâo:* P« 106. 

35BradXey, Shakesoearean T£â£Sd£» P* 150. 
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as "an unweeded garden, / That grows to seed;" 

(I, ii, 135-136); of his raother's foHowing his "poor 

father»s body, / Like Niobe, alX tears;" (I, ii, 14Ô-149); 

and finally, of her postins "With dexterity to incestuous 

sheets.". (I, ii, 157) Thus in the span of a few lines, 

chosen at randora, we see revealed the flexibility of 

Hamlet^s imagination. 

When he soars to the heights of passion, Hamlet's 

imagery becomes terrible in its vividness. When he speaks 

to the ghost, he cries: 

0 answer rae: 
Let me not burst in ignorance but tell 
Why they canoniz'd bones, hearsed in death, 
Have burst their cerements; why the sepulchre, 
Wherein we saw thee quietly inurn»d, 
Hath op*d his ponderous and marble jayrs, 
To cast thee up again? 

( , iv, 45-51) 

Perhaps nowhere is the lightning-like progression 

of Hamlet's thought any better revealed than in the 

well-known soliloquy beginning, "To be or not to be, 

. . . ". (III, i, 56-ÔÔ) The mixed metaphor of taking". . . 

sirms against a sea of troubles . . . " (III, i, 59), 

is in part the result of intense compression of thought, 

thought which shifts and expands so rapidly that the 

thinker has no time to quibble over the niceties of 

language. It is such freedom and exuberance of expression 
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that make Hamlet the fascinating person he is. His 

language, like the world, is sometimes "an unweeded 

garden", but therein it resembles nature, in that it 

contains a boundless luxuriance and multiplicity of growth. 

The single-mindedness of Fortinbras, his terseness 

and initiative, have been so thoroughly discussed already 

that it is needless to point out that, brief as his speeches 

are, they reveal his character. Of course, more properly 

in Fortinbras, the man of action, it is lack of speech 

that is most revealing. What he does is >rtiat is important. 

To suramarize briefly, in considering the dramatic 

value of placing the man of thought opposite the man of 

action, we have seen that the primary functions of the 

device are two: first, to provide contrastj ani ^f^má 

to engender conflict and complications. FinaXXy we have 

seen that the vehicXe for reveaXing the deeper meanings 

of such antitheses, and for setting the tone of the drama, 

Í8 Xanguage, not Xanguage as we ordinarily think of it, 

but a Xanguage which is often symbolic and richly suggestive 

in its imagery. This imagery, even when it is below the 

threshold of our consciousness, gives us insight into 

the nature of the characters and the meaning of the play, 

so that we are made to feel the presence of rauch raore than 

we can explain. 



CONCLUSlUiI 

In this concluding chapter will be summariaed three 

aspects of the probl^n of thought versus action, especially 

as it relates to characterisation, dramatic development, 

and meaning in the two plays, Hâfílsît and King Richard II. 

The first aspect, that of characteriawition, will be con-

sidered in a coraparison of Prince Hamlet with King Richard; 

the second consideration, that of dramatic development, 

will be discusssd in a brief appraisal of the theraatic 

structure of the two plays; and the third topic, that of 

meaning, will be extended to apply, not only to the pro-

tagonists of the two pXays, but to mankind in generaX. 

First of aXX, it wiXX be realised that any atteiqpt 

at siuomarizing the character of Hamlet is bound to fall 

short of the mark; for Hamlet, in reality, combines (with-

out the dramatic flair) the introspection of Richard and 

the idealism of Brutus with the melancholy and cynicism of 

Jaques. He is a later and more raature creation than is 

Richard. John Palmer makes a number of pertinent obser-

vations regarding the different natures of Hamlet and 

Richard. Regarding a comparison of Richard with Brutus, 

he says: 

The comparison with Brutus serves only to mark 
an . . . essential contrast. Brutus failed as a 
politician because he had fixed principles and a 
rigid mind. Richard failed because he had no 

72 
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principles at all and a mind of quicksilver. Bru-
tus misjudged political events and public persons 
because he saw them always in the light of his own 
convictions. Richard could read the hearts and 
purposes of the men about him, but having no con-
victions, only imaginative reactions to events and 

Eersons, was unable to use his insight effect5v3ly. rutus was shut off frora the world by his p} 1 )s-
ophy, Richard by his absorption in the play 
self-regarding fancy. 3o 

Palmer goes on to pol.it out that Richard and Hamlet 

are different in raany ways. In a passage of remarkable 

perception, he says of their similarities and differences: 

Hamlet and Richard are admittedly alike in their 
nervous sensibility, their preoccupation with things 
imagined rather than things experienced, their habit 
of dramatising the issues presented to them, their 
constant outpouring of heart and mind in words of 
inccMoparable felicity î namlet's are usually more fe-
licitous than Richard*s, howeveiy, their cnameleon 
ehanges of mood and temper, their stultification and 
defeat by grosser spirits. But how superficial are 
these li enesses co ̂ ared with the fundament€Ú. dif-
ference in texture of the two charactersl To put 
them togtther is to compare a wilful child *pretend-
ing* in a playroom with a grown raan searching into 
the depths of his natux*e and the ultiraate mysteries 
of human Xife. Richard is interested only in him-
seljT and the f igtare he cuts in a world of his own 
contriving. Hamlet^s interest is universal. Un-
like Richard, who raoves always frora the general to 
the particular—the particular being his own destiny 
and passion^Hamlét moves as inevitably from the 
particular to the generaX. The tragedy in which he 
is immersed is his cue for infinite specuXation. 
His personaX wrongs are viewed as an epitome of aXX 
the iXXs that fXesh is heir to. . . . There is no 
character in aXX Shakespeare*s pXays so self-centered 
as Richard; no character less self-centered than 
Hamlet, . . . Richard*s imagination, governed by his 

36PaXmer, P9 J,ttCÃ3L Characters. p. 177« 

http://pol.it
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sensibility, turns perpetually inward as inevitably 
as Hamlet»s imagination, governed by his intellect, 
turns perpetually outward. To Richard nothing has 
interest or significance but what concerns himself. 
To Hamlet nothing has interest or significance till 
it can be related with the scheme of things entire. 37 

The foregoing passage, quoted at length because of 

its excellence, serves remarkably well to sum up the na-

tures of Richard and Hamlet. In regard to Fortinbras and 

Bolingbroke, it is felt that a coraparison of their two 

natures may well be omitted for two reasons. First, such 

a comparison would not be as pregnant with implications as 

is the comparison of the two men of thought. And sec-

ondly, the character of Fortinbras, while distinct enough 

to afford a contrast to that of Hamlet, is not sufficiently 

delineated to be compared with that of Bolingbroke. What 

a fulXer portrayal of Fortinbras would have revealed one 

can only imagine. 

The impact of the contrast between the man of thought 

and the man of action has aXready been discussed. Perhaps 

a brief summary of the thematic structure of the two pXays 

may be in order, however. Conceming Richard II, TilXyard 

takes the view that the theme of the pXay is, in the over-

aXX sense, the clash of medievaX artif iciaXity with the 

more dynamic spirit of a later age, a spirit which was to 

culminate in the Elisabethan Age. In keeping with this 

37palmer, Political Characters. pp. 177-X7Ô. 
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theme of artificiaXity, even the action seem to be symbolic 

rather than real. Great armies raove about, but there is 

never any battle. ChallengQs are hurled and tournaments 

are arranged, but there is never any physical encounter. 

Instead there is talk, and even the talk is artificial. 

When Richard bids his wife good-bye there is pathos in the 

situation, but the words of parting are unreal. Instead 

of genuine passion and aorrow there is a delicate counter-

pointing of frigid conceits. Even the cosraic imagery, 

usually the most natural in Shakespeare»s plays, is here 

elaborately and formally presented; the cocqjarison of the 

king's role to that of the sun, of the kingdom to a formal 

garden, of a prison cell to an intricate world, all are 

indications that Shakespeare in Richard II is reflecting 

the rich ceremonial texture of raedieval times. ̂  

One f inds a contrasted world in Hamlet. Here the 

mood is one of mystery. As îîaynard Mack says in a critical 

summary: 

We often hear it said, perhaps with truth, tliat 
every great work of art has a mystery at the heart; 
but the mystery of Hamlet is something else. We 
feel its presence in the numberless explanations 
that have been brought forward for Hamlet*s delay, 
his raadness, his ghost, his treatment of Polonius, or 
OpheXia, or his mother; . . . HamXet seems to Xie 
closer to the iXXogical Xogic of Xife than Shake-
speare*s other tragedies. . . . If I may quote . . . 

3ÔSee TiXXyard, Histfija: £iâs:a> PP* 244-263. 
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from Ilr. Tillyard, the play's very lack of a rigor-
ous type of causal logic seeras to be a part of its 
point. 39 

I-Ir. I4ack continues by pointing out that :iainlet»s 

world is set primarily in the interrogative mood, rever-

berating as it does with questions of anguish, raeditation, 

and alarm. Allied with this condition of uncertainty is 

the probl«a of the nature of reality and the problem of 

relationship between reality and appearance. Hence there 

is the problem of Hamlet»s madness, ̂ ether real or feigned; 

of the ghost, whether a spirit of heaven or of hell; of 

OpheXia's nature, whether devoted or fickXe. Likewise, 

the King is an enigraa to HamXet, and HaraXet to the King. 

HamXet forbears kiXXing him at prayer, since to do so 

wouXd Xikely send him straight to heaven, bút in reaXity 

the King*s prayers have failed to ascend, as we learn 

from his own lips. 

Lastly, in Hamlet there is a strong feeling of 

^at we ordinarily term "mortality", raeaning thereby, not 

onXy death, but "the thousand naturaX shocks / That fXesh 

is heir to:". (III, i, 63-64) Bound up in this concept of 

mortaXÍty, and illustrated by the imagery of the play, are 

three aspects: first, that of human infirraity, with its 

39Maynard Mack, "The World of Hamlet," Tragic-Themes 
in Western Literature. ed. CXeanth Brooks (New Haven, X955), 
pp. 32-33• 
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wavering purpose and subjection to fortune; second, that 

of infection—the ulcer, the abscess, a condition for 

which the individual is not responsible, but which devours 

him, nevertheless; and third, that of a profound sense of 

loss—líamlet's sorrow for the loss of a father, his fa-

ther's mourning for the loss of his seeiningly virtuous 

queen, Ophelia^s sorrow for Hamlet's loss of reason. On 

and on the problem goes—uncertainty, infection, loss— 

until Haralet's situation becoraes, not raerely his own, but 

•very raan's predicaraent. In descending into tha abyss of 

his own consciousness, he takes us with him, and we are 

made the richer for it. 

It is perhaps wrong to consider the raeaning of the 

plays in a separate sense, for structure and meaning are 

inseparabXe in a work of art. Indeed, the meaning of the 

play has been as much a part of the foregoing comment on 

form in Hamlet as has form itself. Perhaps it would be 

practical, however, to add a brief corament conceming the 

meaning of Richard II. Shakespeare, though he does not 

moralize, seems in Richard*s downfall to be pointing out 

the danger of one*s having an unrealistic concept of life. 

Thi8 danger, in one \^o has a positicn of high responsi-

bility, is especially great. Richard, had he possessed 

merely riches, rather than both riches and power, doubtless 

could have lived out to a crotchety old age his innocuous 
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existence. Like Hamlet, aowever, he is called upon to per-

form a task for which he is not f itted. It is supremely 

ironic that one who cares not a jot for the welfare of 

others should be called upon by fate to raanage their af-

fairs and protect their interests. Bolingbroke, on the 

other hand, scales the heights of power with an insolent 

ease that raakes us resent his political good fortune and 

turn our sympathy once more toward the incompetent Richard. 

Who can say, howaver, which man has the better claim to 

the throne? It is, perhaps, this dilemma vnhich gives the 

deepest raeaning to the play. Because no raan is qualified 

to give a final answer, the play will doubtless continue 

to intrigue and pusale readers for ages to corae. 

Although no raan can give the final word conceming 

Richard versus BoXingbroke, it is possibXe to draw sorae 

concXusions regarding the general problem of thought ver-

sus action. 

Emerson, primarily a thinker, says of action: "Act, 

if you like,—but you do it at your peril. Men»s actions 

are too strong for them. Show me a man who has acted and 

who has not been the victim and slave of his action." ^^ 

On the other hand, Chestertou, primarily an active 

man, though a writer, says of kisraet, or fate; "I do not 

^PRaXph WaXdo Emerson, "Goethe; or, the v;riter," 
Rftoresentative Men (Boston, 1904), pp. 260-267. 
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believe in a fate that falls on raen however they act; but 

I do believe in a fate that falls on them unless they 

act." ^ 

It is the double consciousness, as revealed in both 

views, that one should strive for. lîortal man, being fi-

nite, is naturally incapable of seeing the farthest 

implxcations of any act he may commit. He cannot always 

know what course of action it were best to pvirsue. And 

yet, like Hamlet, he one day comes to the realization that 

he is not the master of his own fate, that there is, in 

truth, "a divinity which shapes our ends, / riough-hew them 

how we will." (V, ii, 10-11) From that day on, he, like 

Hamlet, feels a greater freedom in acting, because occa-

sional rashness^ even indiscretion, "sonietimes serves us 

well / vmen our deep plots do pall." (V, ii, o-9) 

41G. K. Chesterton, Leaves fi£ Gold, ed. C. G. Lytle 
(WUXiamsport, X94Ô), p. 10. 
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